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FOREWORD

IT is a commonplace that the history of an old-established firm will also, in
some measure, be a history of the trade or industry in which that firm is
engaged.
The changes which have taken place in the watchmaking industry over the
last one hundred years have been fundamental ones: the history of Usher & Cole,
and, prior to that, of the watchmaking family of Cole, well illustrate those
changes.
It is hoped, therefore, that the following pages will have a wider interest than
one confined to the firm itself; indeed, the story has been written objectively and
not merely in the spirit of the modern conception of public relationship.
Our thanks are due to Mr. Arthur L. Haggar, F.B.H.I., of Ipswich, for much
help generously given to us on the earlier part of this history. Figs. 4, 6, 8, 10 and
11 are reproduced by his kind permission. Fig. 2 is reproduced by kind permission
of Mr. Hugh Wontner.
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I

N 1861, Joseph Usher and Richard Wright
Cole, the latter just out of his
apprenticeship, decided to set up in business
together as watch and chronometer manufacturers. But whereas Usher was one of
the ten sons of the founder of Usher's
Wiltshire Brewery, Cole was the third
Richard of that name to follow the calling
of watchmaker. The story of the firm of
Usher and Cole might well begin, therefore,
with the Coles of Ipswich, from whence
they hailed.
The first Richard, grandfather of R. W.
Cole, was born on 15th September, 1771,
and was the son of another Richard, a
miller of Shottisham, near Woodbridge,
Suffolk. Richard Cole was apprenticed to
John Wontner, watchmaker of the Minories,
London, on 1st December, 1785, for seven
years. Wontner was, according to Baillie's
"Watchmakers and Clockmakers of the
World", "a maker of repute".
Richard Cole completed his apprenticeship at the end of 1792 when, presumably,
he returned to Ipswich. The firm possesses
a memorandum book of his which gives
useful and interesting — and sometimes
beguiling — information
of
the
years
1793-99. The book begins with "A list of
Rich'd Cole's linen ec. on 15th day of
September 1793 he being that day 22 years
of Age". See Fig. 1.
Reading on, we learn from the miscellany
of receipts, payments and stock lists, not
only about Richard Cole but also about
what must have been a typical provincial
watchmaker's stock of the period.
There are indications that young Richard
was not at this time, married since he
gives in the early pages what appears to be
his household expenses. For example, a
cucumber, 9d., porter, 2 days, 1/4, board
ec., 21/-. A goose cost 1/- and a duck 6d.

Fig. 1. Richard Cole's memorandum Book, 1793.

Postage of two letters cost 8d. There is
also an item " H a i r Licence £1 1s.". At
that time there was a tax on hair powder;
every person " w h o shall use or wear any
powder, commonly called hair powder, of
whatsoever materials the same shall be
m a d e " had to take out a certificate which

Joseph Usher, 1832-1903

was charged with stamp duty of one
guinea.
But the business entries are of more
importance to us than his personal ones,
and his stock lists are most fruitful of
information. A silver plate licence cost
£2 6s. 0d. This remained at the same rate,
incidentally, until these licences were
rescinded in 1949.
His stock was thoroughly comprehensive
and included such items as women's buckles
and knee buckles, smelling bottles, knives,
forks, and spoons, spurs, bed hooks, patch
boxes, punch ladles, tobacco stoppers and
pipe tips, tooth picks, wist (sic) markers
and pencil cases, pocket books and purses
- most of these articles would have been
either silver, silver-plated or silver-mounted
— earrings and seals (steel, gilt or silver) the
usual stock-in-trade of watchmakers such
as watch keys, glasses and chains, clock
cases ("4 Arch Wainscot Cases") clock

dials, clocks and, of course, watches. Such
stock as seals, keys and chains he seems to
have procured from Edward Hesketh of
Birmingham.
The prices of some of these miscellaneous
articles are interesting. For instance, a
pair of silver buckles are listed at £1 5s. 0d.
and a pap boat at 5/-. ½ grose (sic) keys
are priced at £1 1s. 0d. and a similar
quantity of springs at £1 16s. 0d., and of
dials at £2 8s. 0d. Eight gross of glasses
cost £5 12s. 0d. The four "wainscot"
clock cases cost £5 4s. 0d. An 8-day clock
£5, a "quarter spring clock" the same
amount, a 30-hour clock £3 10s. 0d. and
an alarm 17/-. A "walnutree" clock case
appears at £2 2s. 0d., two timepiece cases
at £1 16s. 0d. and a movement at 10/6.
Among clock dials we find two with
"moving ships" at £1 12s. 0d.
Most of the watches carried his own
name, but he was unprejudiced in this

Fig. 2. Verge movement, number 75034. Signed
"Jno. Rentnow ". Case hallmarked 1804.

matter for there are a number of other
makers' names listed as well. Among these
it is interesting to see the name of his
master John Wontner, and also "Rentnow"
which is, as Britten notes, Wontner spelled
backwards.
"Rentnow" was probably
reserved for second quality watches. See
Fig. 2*. Included in his stock list at
Christmas 1798 is a watch numbered 1025
named " E l o c " , which is obviously his
own name reversed; thus he followed in his
master's footsteps. That he continued to
have business dealings with Wontner is also
plain from other entries in his book. For
instance, in 1798 he notes a sum of
£50 10s. 9d. as owing to his late master,
and earlier in 1794, we read " Box from
Wontner & Co. 1/2". We have noted that
he sold watches bought in from other
makers as well as those finished by his
own hands; that he did actually " m a k e "
watches we can be assured from such entries
as "one silver Rd. Cole for finishing" and
a "Silver Rd. Cole not finsht £ 3 " .
The point is frequently made today that
many of the large numbers of watch and
clockmakers listed in Britten and in Baillie
were not, in fact, makers at all, but merely
had their own name inscribed on the work
of others who supplied the trade, this being

especially true after about 1750. There is
little doubt that there is much truth in this
contention, and Usher & Cole were themselves subsequently "victims" of the
practice. However, there is a danger of
throwing the baby out with the bath-water;
at any rate, Richard Cole can safely be
claimed as a "maker". On 15th March
1793, he took out a patent (No. 1936) which
reads as follows:
" A n escapement, for beating, striking,
and pointing seconds or parts of seconds.
May be either vertical or horizontal.
The vertical wheel has fifteen teeth, and
goes round twice in a minute. It acts
on the verge, on which is fastened the
pendulum spring and the verge wheel
having ninety-six teeth; twenty-four of
which, acting in a pinion of six teeth,
turn the balance four times round every
beat. In the horizontal escapement the
horizontal wheel of fifteen teeth acts in a
cylinder to which is fastened the regulating spring and the cylinder wheel of
ninety-six teeth, which cylinder wheel
acts as the verge wheel mentioned above.
In both, the number of teeth in the wheels
and pinion may be varied according to
the number of beats required in one
minute ".
Only in the 1798 stock list are watch
numbers given. The earliest listed Cole
number is 152 and the latest 1018 (extending to 1025 by "Eloc"). If his numbering
was strictly consecutive, it would mean that
he completed over 1,000 watches in the six
years from his apprenticeship.
Fig. 3
illustrates a watch the silver hunting-type
case of which is hallmarked for 1798. The
movement carries his own name and the
number 1068. An earlier movement and
lower number (705) is shown in Fig. 4.
The cost prices of his watches were
similar to those of the other makers whose
products he stocked. A silver hunting
watch of his own, number 996, cost
£3 13s. 6d. A watch by Hedge in metal
case, £1 11s. 6d., and a silver "Rentnow"
£2 14s. 6d. The most expensive watch is
a metal "jewelled Cole" at £5 5s. 0d. A
P/C (pair-case) Cole watch cost £3 4s. 0d.
and sold at £4 4s. 0d., giving him a gain,
as he calls it, of £1. He charged 1/8 for a
* An example from another source of the reversal
of name-spelling is Wm. Terrag for Wm. Garret
on a silver"Dutch Market"watch of circa 1775.

silver thimble costing 1/- and 3d. for a
watch glass costing l½d. He charged 9d.
for a watch paper which cost him 6d. ! It
is interesting to note that in those days one
could charge for something which today we
should regard as an advertisement.
The entry under "Richard Cole" in
Baillie states that Cole succeeded Bassett
in circa 1795, but gives, as is usual in
Baillie, no address other than Ipswich. The
"Ipswich Journal" of 23rd May, 1795,
carries the two following announcements:
R. Cole.
Watch & Clock Maker, Silversmith, ec.
(from London)
Begs leave to inform his Friends and the
Public in general, he has taken the shop
late in occupation of Mr. Bassett in the
Butter Market, where he solicits in
continuance of the favours of Mr.
Basset's friends; and where, by a steady
and unremitting attention to business, he
trusts he shall be supported by a liberal
public.
Old gold & silver bought.
Bassett
Watch & Clock Maker, Silversmith ec.
(from Ipswich)
Respectfully informs the Ladies &
Gentlemen and the public in general, of
Melford & its environs, that he has
opened a shop near the Cock And Bell,
where he purposes carrying on the above
businesses in all their various branches.
Those Ladies, Gentlemen & others, who
are pleased to favour him with their
custom, may depend on being served on
such terms as he hopes will not fail
insuring him a continuance. Mourning
& device rings neatly & expeditiously
executed. Old gold & silver bought.
Clocks attended to in the country at the
distance of 12 miles. G. Bassett takes
this opportunity to return his sincere
thanks to his friends for the favours
conferred on him while in Ipswich; at
the same time wishes to solicit a
continuance in favour of Mr. Cole.
The change of ownership of the shop in
the Butter Market seems to have been conducted in a thoroughly gentlemanly fashion;
and it is encouraging to know that the 12
miles Mr. Bassett was prepared to travel
from Melford would not have impinged
upon the activities of Mr. Cole in Ipswich.

Fig. 3. Verge movement, number 1068. silver
hunter case, hallmarked 1798. Richard Cole.
Butter Market. Ipswich.

Fig. 4.

Verge movement, number 705.
Cole. Butter Market. Ipswich.

Richard

But though Richard Cole was in business
in the Butter Market in 1795. he must have
moved to premises on Cornhill shortly after
1798. The watches illustrated in Figs. 3 and
4 bear the Butter Market address while Fig.
5 movement number 1734, gives the Cornhill address. The three watches cannot be
separated by many years in date. Only
Fig. 3 has a hallmarked case (1798). Turning to the 1798 stock list, some of the Cole
watches are particularised as " B u t t e r
Market", while others have no address
added. It is possible that at this date he
had the two addresses, and wished to
indicate where his stock lay: possible,
though not probable, since the two shops
would have been in fairly close proximity.
Alternatively, by Christmas 1798 he had
already moved to Cornhill and merely
wished to distinguish in his stock watches
which bore his late address. A search of
the Land Tax records has not shed any
light on the problem, and the relationship
of watch numbers to the addresses only
serve to confuse the issue. It is certain,
however, that the Cornhill shop was the
final one, for it was there that his son,
Richard Stinton Cole, traded. The Cornhill site must certainly have been more
important than that of the Butter Market.
Fig. 6 illustrates a later watch with the high
number 22032. It is signed simply " R i c h d .
Cole Ipswich". Presumably by that time
no detailed
address was considered

Fig. 5. Verge movement, number 1734. Richard
Cole. Cornhill. Ipswich.

necessary. Fig. 7 is a view of Cornhill taken
from a mezzotint dated 1790. What was
later to be the Cole place of business is
seen opposite the Market Cross. The tavern
next door with the old Moot Hall adjoining,
together with a corner of the old Corn
Exchange across the way, illustrate clearly
that the Cornhill area must have been the
hub of Ipswich, with the future Cole
business premises placed to the greatest
advantage.
It is known that a few bracket and longcase clocks signed "Richard Cole" still
exist. An eight-day long-case clock by him
can be seen in the state bedroom of Christchurch Mansion. Ipswich. It has an arched
painted dial with a convex centre. Another
in an oak case, has the arched painted dial
which is shown in Fie. 8. The dial plate
is stamped " W . & H" — Walker & Hughes.
Birmingham.
Richard Cole was "free" of the Clockmakers Company in 1822 and was admitted
to the Freedom of the City of London on
5th November of that year. His son,
Richard Stinton Cole, was born 20th February, 1809, and on 16th April. 1823, was
bound apprentice to him. See Fig. 9.
Richard senior died on 16th August, 1833.
Richard Stinton Cole was 24 when he
inherited his father's business on Cornhill.
Fig. 10 shows the shop and its immediate
environs in 1860-5. Compare with Fig. 7.
The street name on the corner of his
premises reads "Cornhill" and the street
name on the Corn Exchange opposite is
"King Street".
White's Directory of
Suffolk 1844 gives Richard Stinton Cole,
King Street, while for the year 1855 the
address is Cornhill: as Fig. 10 makes clear
the shop was in fact, on the corner of Cornhill and King Street. King Street at that
time, was the short street linking Cornhill
with the Butter Market which is today
(1961) Princes Street.
A few years ago there existed a pair of
watchman's clocks from the old Ipswich gaol
Since they were signed " R . S. Cole,
Ipswich" on the dials he presumably
supplied them. He certainly was clockcontractor to the gaol, a fact of which he
was undoubtedly proud as it figures in his
watchpaper, illustrated in Fig. 11. On the
right will be seen the Market Cross, and
the sailing ship further to the right is
significant of the port of Ipswich. R. S.
Cole also held the contract for the main-

Fig. 6.

Verge movement, number 22032. gilt metal case.
Ipswich.

Richard Cole,

Fig. 7. Mezzotint engraving. 1790, of Ipswich, showing the Market Cross, the old
Moot Hall, and the Cole place of business, adjoining the tavern, on Cornhill.
In the possession of Major R. C. Cole.

tenance of the clocks on the stations of the
old Eastern Counties Railway. According
to his grand-daughter, her grandfather, wearing the long coat and tall hat of the period,
was formally greeted by the station-master
on these routine occasions. There is no
doubt that he possessed a flourishing business when, in 1861, he was opposing the

acquisition of his property for the extension
of the Town Hall site and the improvement
of King Street. A receipted account dated
1862 exists, representing fees and expenses
to the Ipswich solicitors, Jackaman & Son,
who conducted his case. He was unsuccessful in his opposition and the property was
demolished 1865-67 together with the Corn

Richard Wright Cole. 1840-1919

Exchange Tavern adjoining, and the second
Town Hall, to make way for the present and
third Town Hall.
R. S. Cole's son, Richard Wright Cole,
was born 9th October, 1840. It is thought
that he was apprenticed to Worrall of
Goswell Road, London, in 1856. Before
his son was out of his apprenticeship, therefore, R. S. Cole would have been aware of
the threat to his ancient property in Ipswich.
This may well have influenced the son in
making his decision to commence business
on his own in London.
Joseph Usher was born in Trowbridge in
1832, and served his apprenticeship there
to William Bishop, watchmaker.
Subsequently he came to London where he met
Richard Wright Cole while the latter was
still serving his term with Worrall. On the
completion of Cole's apprenticeship in 1861,
they started that harmonious and successful

partnership only ended by Usher's death in
1903. The firm they had initiated manufactured over 25,000 hand-made watches and
marine chronometers, and achieved a high
reputation for the quality of its products.
Information of the earliest days of the
partnership can be gathered from the first
catalogue they published. This catalogue
or price list is addressed from 46 St. John's
Square, the firm's first place of business. In
1873, they removed to 105 St. John Street
Road, when the St. John's Square premises
were required for the building of Clerkenwell Road. The second address was subsequently renamed and numbered as 339
St. John Street.
The first Usher & Cole price list provides
as useful information of the 1870 period
as Richard Cole's memorandum book did
of his day. We quote the following trade
prices:

A marine chronometer, of best quality,
with rate, cost from £21.
A pocket
chronometer, in 18ct. gold case, cost £35.
An 18ct. gold. 12 or 14 size full plate
with six holes jewelled and compensation
balance, is listed at £11 11s. 0d. With eight
holes jewelled the price was £12 12s. 0d.
The same watch, timed and rated in heat
and cold, cost from £18 0s. 0d. This with
single roller: with double roller escapement
the price was £22 10s. 0d. These had
double bottom cases and enamelled dials.
Gold dials cost from 15/- to 25/- extra.
Silver verge watches were price listed as
from £2 5s. 0d.. and a small section was
devoted to "Geneva Watches". As an
example of the price of these, in 18ct. with
gold dome and dial, the figure was
£4 10s. 0d. These had cylinder, or
"horizontal" escapements as they were then
usually termed.
Some repair charges were as follows: A
duplex balance staff cost 8/6, or 14/- with
roller, a duplex escape wheel 15/-. An
English cylinder, pivoted-in. cost 7/- to 9/-.
A cylinder escape wheel of 15 teeth cost
7/6 and a wheel with 13 teeth 12/-. An
English lever balance staff 2/6 and 3/- for
a staff for a three-quarter plate. A new
escape wheel 2/6. and an escape wheel and
pinion 4/6.
A new verge for an English movement
cost 2/6, and a third or contrite (sic) pinion
1/9. It is interesting to note that balance
or hair-springs are referred to as "pendulum" springs.
A "hard enamel dial" is listed at 1/6.
A diamond end stone and setting 2/-.
A heading "Geneva Watch Repairs"
gives "new cylinder pivoted in 5/6". An
escape wheel and pinion cost 7/6. A
separate heading is given for case repairs,
dials and jewel holes. The price list is
thoroughly comprehensive and shows that
Joseph Usher and R. W. Cole were offering
a complete watch service to the trade.
The records and stock books of the firm
— the latter running from 1870 until 1930
when watch manufacture virtually ceased —
give the names of many men who were
unknown outside a small circle, men who
were, like the partners themselves, true
craftsmen of the highest order. Such names
as Costin, Harvey and Rome (escapement
makers), Carswell. Meakin and Bird
(finishers). Brown (complicated work).
John Renn and Dring (examiners) were

f i g . 8.

Painted dial. 12in. x 17in. of 8-day long

case clock. Steel hands. The case is oak. and
has fluted pillars to hood, with brass capitals and
bases. Turned wood ball and spire finials.

scarcely known to the outside world, and
today they are forgotten. But these men
stood at the head of their profession when
the excellence of English watch-work, at
its best, was unsurpassed. The firm itself
never became universally known for its
products since it was the general custom for
the retailer to have his name engraved on
the movement plate. Relatively few watches
were turned out bearing the name of Usher
& Cole: the stock books consequently read
as a litany of the famous retailers of the
day. Some of these firms are still in
existence: others, like Barraud & Lunds.
are a name still remembered. Fig. 12 shows
a stock book sheet. It is interesting to note
that Usher & Cole made a number of
watches for William Bishop & Son of Trowbridge over many years: Usher, it will be
remembered, was apprenticed to William
Bishop.
Watches, made up for stock, had the top
plates and barrel bars stoned grey, so that
when they were sold they could be finished
off by engraving the name of the purchasing
firm, and by gilding the plate or bar to

Fig.

Richard Stinton Cole's Indenture. 1823.

match the rest of the movement. The movements in the rough, or grey (what we should
now term the ebauche) were obtained from
J. Preston or the Lancashire Watch Co.
In the earliest days the movements were
mostly full plate, key-wind with fusee, but
in the latter part of the nineteenth century,
the three-quarter plate with going barrel and
keyless work gradually ousted the timehonoured key-wind. The process of change
was accompanied by much discussion in
trade circles, and the "Horological Journal"
of January 1880, reported the first of a
series of meetings under the title " T h e
Wisdom of Substituting the Going Barrel
for the Fuzee in the English Watch Manufacture". The industry was having the
change forced upon it by the public demand,
but as David Glasgow said, "there is no

watchmaker who would not rather wind
three watches of ordinary construction than
one keyless watch ! " T e n years earlier
J. A. Lund, of Barraud & Lunds, fought
against the change and attempted to have
the best of both worlds in his patent No.
914 of 29th March, 1870. This retained
the virtues of the old fusee full plate, but
provided a detachable key which was
snapped into the pendant of case, so that
with the key and its button in position, the
appearance of the watch was that of a keyless one. Usher & Cole made hundreds of
these watches for Barraud & Lunds. But
the three-quarter plate movement gave a
more shapely watch and the old key-wind
full plate was doomed.
The " m a k e - u p " process, or manufacture,
altered very little over the years. When the

rough movements arrived from Lancashire
(which was the centre of the movement
trade) they were first taken to pieces and
stamped with an identification number. The
pillar plate was then sent to the dial maker.
The movement, at this stage, consisted of
plates, with centre and fourth holes drilled.
train wheels and keyless work.
Back from the dial maker Willis — a
Willis dial was the perfection of the dial
maker's art — the dial and movement
(frame) were then sent to the case maker,
either Thorns* or the Woodman brothers†.
The cases of the former have the stamp
"F.T." with " L o n d o n " underneath and
the latter "P.W." on gold and "J.W." on
silver. For ladies size cases. Ball was
employed, his punch being " G . B . " Instructions specified, of course, whether the case
was to be open face, half or full hunter.
If either of the latter, the case was subsequently sent to the "secret springer", as
he was called, for the making and planting
of the fly and lock springs. If a half hunter
was intended, the cover would have been
first sent to the enameller.

Back again on the firm's premises, the
movement was now in the escapement
maker's hands.
He selected a suitable
escape wheel and pallets from stock, and
then made and fitted the lever to the pallets,
and shaped up and polished the escape
wheel. The escape pinion and balance staff
were next turned in. Mr. Cole having
selected a balance, the escapement maker
fitted the staff and roller, which he had
made. Finally, he marked out and drilled
the escape holes.
The movement was now sent out to the
jeweller for the requisite jewelling to be
done at that stage of manufacture. The
jeweller supplied and fitted jewel holes and
end stones and screws, as ordered.
* A. T. Oliver is the successor of Thorns. His
mark for the Hall is A.T.O.
† No smaller quantity of gold could be
purchased than £800 worth in bar. The sovereign
being, of course, 22ct. it was the custom of the
Woodman Bros. to buy £300 in gold sovereigns
from the Bank of England. These were thrown
into the melting pot with the appropriate alloy
to produce 18ct. fineness for their watch cases !

Fig. 10. The Cole shop with the Corn Exchange Tavern adjoining and the Corn Exchange.
The shop and tavern, together with the Town Hall (not shown) were demolished to provide
the site for the present third Town Hall.

Fig. 11. Cole watch paper. The local gaol is shown on left where he
maintained the clocks and, right, is the old Market Cross on Cornhill.

Once more at Usher & Cole, the finisher
now took over. He marked off the third
wheel hole, and turned and polished the
pivots and hollows to the train wheel
pinions and barrel; he also made the balance
spring stud and screws to the balance cock,
and checked the winding mechanism. If the
holes were not to be jewelled, this craftsman finished a brass hole to fit each pivot,
and turned the oil sinks in the plate. If,
however, further jewelling had been decided
upon, that is. the third, fourth and perhaps
centre holes, the movement was sent to the
jeweller a second time for this work to be
done. The finisher next stoned the plates
and train wheels, finished the steel work,
blued the screws, etc., prior to the plates,
and train wheels being sent out for gilding;
excepting perhaps the top plate, for unless
the retail destination was known these
particulars would yet have to be engraved
thereon.
The finisher finally completed
assembly and passed the movement to the
examiner. The hands had been made by
Hood.

When the examiner and springer came
upon the scene the final stage had been
reached. This specialist tested the depths
and end shakes. He put the stop work on
the barrel, fitted the appropriate mainspring
(made to the barrel by Cotton), and set up
the stop work. He ran in the set square
through the centre wheel pinion and turned
on the balance spring collet and stud. He
cut, trued and poised the balance. He
pinned in the balance spring (in many cases
made by Ganeval's to the balances) to the
collet and stud, and turned up the coil for
the Breguet spring. The now-finished watch
was then timed in positions, and put through
the ice box and oven. In the process the
examiner would select a proportion according to the demand — to be put
through the Kew and Greenwich Observatory Trials. Springing and timing were
Joseph Usher's special province and no outside experts were employed for this the
highest skill of the watchmaking art. Apart
from being a springer and timer of unusual
ability he was able to direct and supervise

the springing carried out by the various
examiners.
Marine chronometer manufacture followed
similar lines. After the Lancashire movements had been numbered for identification,
they were put out to the escapement makers
such as King or Mead, or were dealt with
on the premises by Hope, in which case
they were fitted with detents by Abbott.
Fusee cutting was an outside speciality, and
the fusee chains were obtained from Christchurch in Hampshire, or from Haswell's or
Houghton's. The mainsprings were supplied
by Cotton's.
Finishing and spotting
followed, and finally the balance was cut
and the spring applied, and the instrument
"rated". The balance springs were mostly
made by Ganeval's. Jewelling was done by
Claxton, and the brass work and gymballing
by Ottway.
The wood boxes were
practically all made by the Marshall
family. Apart from the Admiralty, Usher
& Cole chronometers were sold to the
Mercantile Marine. Many destined for the
former had the name of the retailer engraved
on them.
It is worthy of note that a hitherto,
apparently, unrecorded arrangement of
auxiliary compensation was applied by
Chittenden of Epping to Usher & Cole
chronometers, particularly to those instruments intended for the Greenwich Observatory Trials.
The sub-division of work at Usher &
Cole which has been outlined in its order
if not described in its complexity, was the
normal practice in the trade. It was, in fact,
a continuation and modification of the
system employed in England since the days
of Thomas Tompion. To the lay person
it might appear complicated, but each
craftsman was a specialist in his particular
branch of the work and the system was
efficient in its own context; the sub-division
at Usher & Cole was not carried out for
cheapness alone, but for more rapid production, and better results.
Perhaps John Bennett, later Sir John
Bennett, was, in the 1850's, the first
important — as well as self-important —
trade figure to issue warnings about Swiss
competition. Among other reforms such as
the furtherance of education, he advocated
the employment of female labour, as in
Switzerland.
His
views
were
most
unpopular among the workmen of Clerkenwell as well as among the majority of his
colleagues in the trade, and his warnings

went unheeded. In return, Bennett was
castigated for selling foreign products in his
Cheapside shop.
Much heart-searching and debate was
going on in the trade as a perusal of the
"Horological Journal" and of horological
authors of the period makes plain. Two
quotations must suffice. David Glasgow,
a Vice-President of the British Horological
Institute, wrote in 1885: "Since the demand
for cheaper watches on a large scale, consequent on the large number of foreign
importations, watch factories have been
established" at Coventry and Birmingham.
"But hitherto the attention of English
watchmakers has been directed to the
improvement in the quality of watches rather
than to their cheapness of production, and
it is greatly to be questioned whether the
wholesale adoption of machinery in the
manufacture, would at all benefit the trade
in this country". Glasgow goes on to say
how "the good name" which English
watches "have ever borne has led to their
imitation by foreign producers". What
would become Glasgow asks, of the esteem
in which the English-made watch is held
"if, instead of continuing to maintain our
high position, we were to compete with the
slop trade of Switzerland and America ?"
The remedy, he maintained, was to organise
our system of manufacture, to alter and
improve the plan of our movement, and to
further the technical education of our workmen.
The future Lord Grimthorpe took perhaps
a more realistic view. He was advocating
the greater use of machinery: " There can
be no doubt in the mind of anyone who
understands machinery that this is the best,
as well as the cheapest way of making
machines which require precision and
uniformity . . . The degree to which
machine-making of machinery can be
carried cannot be defined a priori . . .
Although labour is dearer in America than
here, this machinery enables them to undersell English watches of the same quality,
as the Swiss do with cheaper labour and
more organisation, though with less use of
machinery: and if our English makers do
not bestir themselves they will lose the trade
in all but the best watches . . ."
It is, as always, easy for later-day wisdom
to read the writing that went unheeded on
the wall. Glasgow and Grimthorpe may be
taken as the two schools of thought upon
the subject, and both may perhaps be said

Fig. 12. An Usher & Cole stock book page. Both movements, Nos. 29796/7. were "shilling"
size, and came from Preston. The names against some of the items, e.g. the dial, were not
filled in. as these were almost invariably from the same source, or made by the same
workman: the dials were made by Willis. Evans, who was responsible for the motion
work in both instances, was an "indoor" workman, and a different man from the supplier
of the rough balance, " E " standing for Evans. The jeweller Reepe had the first movement
back a second time for extra jewelling after jewelling the escapement: hence the second cost
of 6/-. "G" stands for Gardner. The examiner was John Renn, who was always known
by his Christian name. The final entries indicate the purchaser of the watches. Some
retailers had their own serial numbers given to the movements. In such cases, the Usher
& Cole number, consisting of the last three figures of the serial number, are found on the
pillar plate. Separate stock books were kept for Barraud & Lunds.

to have been right: at least Glasgow was
not entirely wrong. If quality alone had
been the deciding factor, and had the English makers remained fast to that, events
might have turned out differently. Usher
& Cole, with some others, at least remained
true to the traditions of quality; but the
English manufacturers did indeed compete
with the " s l o p trade"— at a hopeless
disadvantage.
Meanwhile, quality continued to tell, and
Usher & Cole received many interesting
contracts, usually at one remove.
For
example (in this instance through Herbert
Blockley of Duke Street, St. James's) the
Royal Geographical Society equipped their
Expeditions with watches made by Usher
& Cole. These had a specially designed
screw back and bezel and cap over the

winding button which were leather-lined
to withstand the rigorous climatic conditions encountered. The movements of these
watches were fusee keyless, free-sprung, with
" u p and down" mainspring indicator dials.
Among other expeditions, these watches
were used on the Jackson-Harmsworth Polar
Expedition 1894-7. See Fig. 13.
Figs. 14 and 15, movement No. 26518.
gives an example of complicated work:
perpetual calendar, lunar work and minute
repeater, in a 22ct. gold, chased case. The
watchwork was done entirely on the
premises in St. John's Street. The watch
was sold in 1891 for £110. It was in the
firm's hands for overhaul in 1960.
Fig. 16, movement No. 30459, gives an
example of chronograph work turned out by
Usher & Cole, and is a 1906 sample of

Brown's craftsmanship. The same craftsman also made the repeating work for the
all-English repeating watches.
In some
such watches, the movement as received
from Lancashire was sent to Montandon —
Robert of Geneva who mounted the repeating work on it. The movement was then
completed in the normal way by Usher &
Cole.
Fig. 17 shows a watch, number 14579.
of the St. John's Square period.
A silver medal was won by the firm at
the Paris Exhibition of 1889. A silver
medal was the highest award for a first
exhibit. In 1900 Usher & Cole were to
win a Paris Gold Medal and in 1910 a
Grand Prix at the Japan-British Exhibition,
but all through the years their products,
watches and marine chronometers, were
achieving quite exceptional results at Kew
and Greenwich Observatories.
Mr. John Francis Cole entered the firm in
1892. He passed all the British Horological
Institute examinations in 1895, winning the
Bronze Medal, and when the Fellowship
was inaugurated in 1908, Mr. Cole was one
of the very first Fellows elected. He won
the Clockmakers Company First Prize and
Silver Medal of the City and Guilds of
London Institute in 1899.
Mr. J. F. Cole was instructed in the art
of springing and timing by Joseph Usher
and he attended T. D. Wright's and F. J.
Britten's lectures at the Horological Institute.
In the "Horological Journal" of March.
1899, (F. J. Britten at that time occupied
the editorial chair) we read on page 99:
"Messrs. Usher & Cole occupy the premier
position in the recent marine chronometer
trials, as may be seen from the list on p. 96.
At least fifty of the instruments submitted
have been purchased by the Admiralty. Of
these Messrs. Usher & Cole sell five, and
among other leading makers who have done
well are Mr. Kullberg, Messrs. Johannsen
& Co. and Mr. Robert Gardner. It is not
often that an aspirant to Admiralty honours
succeeds on the first attempt, but this good
fortune attends Mr. J. F. Cole, son of Mr.
R. W. Cole, who appears to be a young
horologist of exceptional promise".
In November, 1892, Bonniksen brought
out his patent for his Karrusel movement.
Mr. J. F. Cole remembers his father and
Mr. Usher consulting together with Mr.
Bonniksen on the difficulties at first
encountered on the introduction of the
Karrusel to centre second and chronograph

Fig. 13. Usher & Cole "Travellers Watch".
Specially designed case with leather lined screw
back, bezel and cap over pendant. Fusee keyless
movement. Perhaps the first practical application
of a water-resisting system to a watch. Woodman
case. 1890.

movements.
They also discussed the
question of oil to the platform and decided
that if the plates were gilt, no oiling was
necessary. Usher & Cole probably made up
more Karrusels than ony other firm, the
majority, of course, for retail houses. A
large proportion of these watches gained the
"especially good" certificate at Kew. In
1898 Usher & Cole headed the Kew list
with 88.4 marks with a Karrusel. In 1901
they removed the going barrel and fitted
fusees and barrels to two of Bonniksen's
movements, and made them up as fusee
keyless with " u p and down" hands on the
dials. These watches gained 85.5 and 87.1

marks at Kew, and were probably the only
two fusee keyless Karrusels ever made. Mr.
J. F. Cole spent much of his time in his
younger days on the various stages of
making Karrusels into the finished article.
Fig. 18 shows a Karrusel movement in the
partly finished state.
Early in his career. Mr. J. F. Cole
suggested to his father that a reduction in
the making costs might be achieved by
omitting some of the " f i n i s h " which it had
always been customary to give. Mr. Cole
senior agreed that this might be tried.
Hollows were always turned in the pinions,
and polished, the theory being that these
hollows served as traps should oil run down
the arbors. But experience had shown that
rarely, if ever, was oil found in these
hollows: they might well be omitted and
the time saved. This operation, accordingly,
was decided to be one of the items which
could be dispensed with, as well as the
polishing of the arbors, without detriment
to the quality of the watch. But it proved
to be unworkable. The men concerned
continued to make these hollows with the

Fig. 15. Dial and case of movement 26518. The
22ct. gold case weighs over 5oz. and has the
hallmark for 1890.

Fig. 14. Movement No. 26518. Minute repeater.
perpetual calendar and lunar work. The rough
movement was bought in 1888.

lozenge-shaped gravers used for the work,
and to polish the arbors, as had been their
custom. The craftsmen knows only one
method, strives after only one result: the
best of which he is capable. If "finish"
and polish is where the eye cannot see, one
can be certain that the quality is there too.
In spite of the fact that Karrusels and
Tourbillons were sweeping the board in the
years 1894-1910, in 1909 an Usher & Cole
fusee keyless watch, with fixed escapement,
movement No. 31052, obtained 91.2 marks
at Kew, at that time the highest marks ever
obtained by a fixed escapement.
To "head the list" at Kew was a coveted
distinction: to obtain the highest number of
marks was a watchmaker's ambition. Thus,
in an earlier year (1888) when the firm
obtained 85.5 marks for watch No. 24329.
and was informed that this was " b y far the
highest number of marks yet obtained by
a keyless centre seconds", it was cause for
congratulations.
To give perspective to this matter it is
necessary to give a summary of the con-

Fig. 16. Free-sprung chronograph movement No. 30459.

ditions . The highest class of Kew certificate,
an " A " certificate, involved a 45 days test,
divided into eight periods of five days each,
and five intermediate and extra days in four
of which the watch was not rated.
1st Period — Watch in vertical position
with pendant up, at the temperature of the
chamber (kept at 60°-65°).
2nd Period — Watch in vertical position
with pendant to the right, at the same
temperature.
3rd Period — Watch in vertical position,
with pendant to the left, at the same
temperature.
4th Period — Watch with dial up. in the
Refrigerator, at a temperature of about
40° F.
5th Period — Watch with dial up at a
temperature of 60°-65° F.
6th Period — Watch with dial up, in the
Oven, at a temperature of about 90° F.
7th
Period — Watch
in
horizontal
position, with dial down, at a temperature
of 60°-65° F.
8th Period — Same at the first, watch in
vertical position, with pendant up.
The intermediate and extra days, during
which the rate of the watch was not
recorded, were at the commencement of the
4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Periods, which were
extended one day each for that purpose.
To gain a Class A certificate, the
performance of the watch was such that —
1. The average of the daily departures
from the mean daily rate, during the same
stage of trial, did not exceed two seconds
in any one of the eight stages.

2. The mean daily rate while in the
pendant up position differed from the mean
daily rate in the dial up position by less than
five seconds, and from that in any other
position by less than ten seconds.
3. The mean daily rate was affected by
change of temperature to an amount less
than 0.3 second per 1° F.
4. The mean daily rate did not exceed
10 seconds while in any position.
The 100 Marks awarded to an absolutely
perfect watch would be made up as follows:
40 for a complete absence of variation of
daily rate, 40 for absolute freedom from
change of rate with change of position, and
20 for perfect compensation for effects of
temperature.
The Usher & Cole watch No. 31052,
mentioned earlier, which obtained 91.2
marks, and which in its day held the record,
scored 34.8 marks in respect of variation
from daily rate, 36.9 in respect of change of
rate with change of position, and 19.5 in
respect of temperature compensation. In
that same year (1909) Usher & Cole obtained
an average of 81.5 marks on the watches
submitted: a score of 80 marks earned the
endorsement "especially good". (Note: The
Kew Tests were discontinued in 1951).
The Greenwich Observatory Trials were
equally stringent, and rather more prolonged*, and Usher & Cole were similarly
*In the early 20th century the duration of the
Trial was 29 weeks. For deck watches it was
16 weeks.

Fig, 17. Three-quarter plate movement No.
14579. It has St. John's Square engraved on the
plate; number 46 was the firm's first address.

successful. According to their requirements,
the Admiralty offered to purchase, at the
end of each trial, those marine chronometers
and watches standing at the head of the list.
Joseph Usher died in 1903. We quote
from the March issue of the "Horological
Journal":
" T o the deep sorrow of many friends,
Mr. Joseph Usher, one of the most accomplished watchmakers of his time, passed
away on Thursday, 5th February. Mr.
Usher had remarkable ability as a springer
and timer, and was also a recognised expert
in complicated watch mechanism. In 1887
he was, as a representative of English watchmaking, called to give evidence before a
Select Committee of the House of Commons
which was sitting to consider the provisions
of the Merchandise Marks Bill. Nearly
three years ago, in failing health, he left
London for Clevedon. Somerset, having
previously initiated into the art of springing
and timing Mr. J. F. Cole, who proved to
be an apt pupil and worthy successor . . .
He was for many years a respected member
of the Council of the Horological Institute,
a position he occupied till his death."
The firm's catalogue of the early 1900's
illustrated a gold fusee keyless watch, halfplate movement fully jewelled, carefully
adjusted (the description reads) for positions

and temperatures, with " u p and down"
indicator on the dial. The price in gold
half hunter case was "from £36 15s. 0d."
The catalogue stated: "This is the highest
class of watch it is possible to make".
Among other watches illustrated were
chronographs, minute repeaters and minute
repeaters with chronograph, the prices
being, in hunter cases, from £34, £52 10s. 0d.,
and £65 respectively. Among ladies watches
there was the famous "shilling size"
(movement) watch, the smallest English
watch then made. The price of this, in
gold crystal open face, was from £17 0s. 0d.
A two-day marine chronometer "ready for
sea" cost £26. All these prices were
"trade"
prices.
Repair
work
was
prominently featured and was stated to be a
speciality.
The South African War was now to have
its long-term effect on the watch market:
it introduced the wrist watch to a receptive
public. Small size pocket watches were
converted to wrist watches by adding lugs
to the cases to take a strap, and by reducing the winding pendant. The result was
practical, if not elegant by later standards.
The Swiss manufacturers were quick to
realise the potential demand and the changing fashion.
The 1914-18 War was to give added
impetus to the wrist watch demand, but for
Usher & Cole as chronometer makers, the
First World War had a different significance.
A desperate situation arose for this country
in its need for marine chronometers. The
chronometer making firms numbered no
more than five. Shipping losses had been
enormous. The Government issued appeals
to the general public to sell, loan or give
chronometers, as the output of new instruments fell far short of the need. Those
were, of course, pre-wireless days such as
we have today, and practically every
parsonage in the country had its chronometer. The instruments thus collected were
then sent to firms like Usher & Cole for
such overhaul and repair as was necessary
to bring them to Admiralty standard. Usher
& Cole undertook to turn out 20 chronometers per week.
Richard Wright Cole died in 1919. The
following are extracts from his obituary
notice in the May issue of the "Horological
Journal". " I n Richard Wright Cole, who.
on April 10, 1919, in his 79th year, passed
quietly from these realms of Time to those
of Eternity, the Horological trade, and

John Francis Cole

particularly the Clerkenwell section of it,
lost one who in a quiet and unobtrusive
fashion did much to maintain its dignity and
the high standard of its output and to
support its charities . . .
The firm may be said to have specialised
in the high class, hand-made Watch and
Chronometer, and their work attained a
degree of perfection, which is reflected not
only in the reputation they acquired, but
in the high places gained at the Kew and
Greenwich trials as well as by the distinctions awarded at International Exhibitions
at home and abroad. Their accurate workmanship has been selected for Polar research
and Tropical expeditions.
Richard Wright Cole did not confine his
activities merely to his firm, but devoted
his energies to the best interests of the trade
as a whole, always with a view to improvement in the standard of output.
For sixteen years he was a Vice-President

of the British Horological Institute, and in
1906 became its Chairman.
His less successful brethren in the craft
also found a warm corner in his sympathetic
heart, and so we fiind him for forty-one
years a member of the Committee of the
Clock and Watch Makers' Asylum now
merged in the National Benevolent Society
of Watch and Clock Makers . . ."
Like his father before him, Mr. J. F.
Cole was active in his younger days in trade
affairs. We find both his name and his
father's among the subscribers when the
British
Horological
Institute
became
limited by guarantee in 1913. In 1912 and
1913, like his father in earlier years, he
served as Chairman of the Institute, and
he acted as the Institute's Treasurer for 30
years. During the 1914-18 War years he
was acting editor of the " H o r o l o g i c a l
J o u r n a l " and his energy in Institute matters
is shown by his membership of the following

committees: Northampton Polytechnic Institute Joint Committee:
Finance
Committee:
Journal
Committee: Class Examination
Committee. Among his colleagues
on these committees were T. D.
Wright and James and Eric
Haswell.
The 1914-18 War administered,
perhaps, the coup de grace to the
English watch manufacturer of
that era. The sands had been
slowly but surely running out for
a number of years, no matter
how fine the work which had
been produced by a select band
of makers. In fact, the prophecy
given by Henry Ganney in his
lecture to the British Horological
Institute in 1869 had been
fulfilled: " I n my own mind I
am fully convinced that the
watches of the future will be
machine made . . ." However,
those
who
had
introduced
machinery into watchmaking in
this country had fared no better.
Switzerland had captured the
trade of the world.
Usher & Cole, although still
producing the hand-made watch Fig. 18. A Bonniksen Karrusel movement. Apart from some
jewelling, still in the rough.
up to 1930, were concentrating
more and more on high class
experience of the latest horological instruwatch and chronometer repair work, keepments and ancillary mechanisms.
ing to the same high standard set in their
manufactured products. It was Mr. J. F.
Thus Usher & Cole, with their roots in
Cole's task to guide the firm through those
the past, keep abreast with the times, condays of change. That Usher & Cole were
tinuing to serve and to work for the trade,
still " m a k i n g " in 1925 is illustrated by the
industry and H.M. Government.
certificate of Honour won at the British
The present directors decided to comEmpire Exhibition at Wembley.
memorate the firm's centenary by finishing
and casing-up a Bonniksen Karrusel
In 1958, Usher & Cole joined forces with
ebauche (see Fig. 18) remaining with other
Camerer Cuss & Co of New Oxford Street,
movements yet to be finished from earlier
a firm founded in Bloomsbury in 1788. The
days. The movement plate is engraved with
workshops of the two firms combined on
the number 32487 and bears the inscription
the premises of the latter company, and the
"Usher & Cole for Camerer Cuss, London.
comprehensive yet specialised horological
A.D. 1861-1961". So the traditional watchskills of each have not only added strength
making craft lives on in New Oxford
to both, but are in some ways compleStreet, and the activities of Usher & Cole
mentary to each other; for example, the
and Camerer Cuss now ally conventional
chronometer skill of Usher & Cole is now
horology with new skills; the skills called
wedded to the specialised restoration of
for in specialised electronic and electrical
antique clocks and watches, musical boxes,
equipment to measure and record time to
singing birds and other automatons; the
the highest accuracies.
long association with the best English
watch-work is joined to the knowledge and
Thanet Printing Works. Church Hill, Ramsgate

